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1 National information policy in transition

There is no doubt that the past three years has been a very active period of scrutiny within the government of the UK’s national information policy (NIP). There have been a series of reviews and consultation documents starting with Ed Mayo’s and Tom Steinberg’s
independent strategic review of the ‘Power of Information’.\textsuperscript{1} To this has been added UK implementation\textsuperscript{2} of the INSPIRE Directive,\textsuperscript{3} as a component of a wider UK Location Strategy,\textsuperscript{4} National Archives’ proposals on managing digital continuity,\textsuperscript{5} and continuing scrutiny of policy options for Trading Fund operators\textsuperscript{6} – particularly that of ordnance survey (OS) and its role of providing critical geographic information (GI) to the UK.\textsuperscript{7} In other sectors of the national information infrastructure, there have been further proposals on data sharing, both from a data protection\textsuperscript{8} and exploitation of public sector information (PSI) perspective,\textsuperscript{9} additional relaxations proposed in Crown copyright licensing arrangements\textsuperscript{10} and specific legislative activity in relation to the digital economy\textsuperscript{11} and marine spatial planning.\textsuperscript{12} To tackle what was clearly an endemic problem of lax security towards PSI yet another strategy has been forthcoming\textsuperscript{13} and then there has been former Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s own personal initiative,\textsuperscript{14} building on a new knowledge management strategy,\textsuperscript{15} to bring in the inventor of the world wide web, Tim Berners Lee and Professor Nigel Shadbolt of Southampton University to drive forward the Government’s programme for re-use of PSI, which is further evident in the new model articulated in its smarter government strategy (‘smarter government’).\textsuperscript{16}

At issue, however, is the extent to which government responses to these initiatives amount to a coherent plan within a defined NIP and what more needs to be done to shape these elements into a successful UK strategy for smarter government. After recent expenses scandals, and at a time when the British people have been reflecting on the respective roles of the parliament and the executive and voting in a coalition government at a General Election, the question is how radical one can expect government to be in broadening participation in policy development and service delivery by significantly opening PSI for public access?

For any government, the challenge of the digital revolution poses significant logistical problems. It is easy to forget that it is only 20 years or so since the technology offered sufficient networking capability to enable public sector administrations to begin to think about harnessing it within its operations. The transition from the offline to the online world required a step change right across all levels of government administration. New working practices to harness ICT needed to be defined in relation to the accumulation, storage, retrieval and maintenance of data and better use made of information produced for a wide range of departmental and government purposes. This required new disciplines and many of the assumptions held within the civil service as to how things should be done had to change. Those assumptions were based upon a clear perception that the government was departmentally delivered and centrally controlled. The parliament would play an important consultative role of course, but the people ‘out there’ would be confined to contributions to consultation documents, engagement with their MP, some possible participation in the lobbying process and every five years or so, a vote at a General Election.

Digitisation has opened up opportunities for entirely new forms of engagement between the government and the people. From the mid 1990s, the government realised that it could communicate online to the public via websites established by departments. That process was advanced by developments in the network that brought broadband to the UK and a competitive market was created for its provision. That has grown from a static to a mobile internet connection, with the arrival of wireless network communication and the mobile devices to exploit it. Gradually, the government perceived that there were cost savings to be made in the delivery of services to the citizen and in citizen engagement with those services. This ultimately led to a refinement of policy
towards a public sector web presence and the ultimate emergence of the three main public sector portals: ‘Directgov’, ‘Businesslink’ and ‘NHS Choices’ as a “primary information and transactional channels for citizens and businesses.” However, recognition by the government that there were areas of policy that could be better delivered beyond the public sector or in a closer partnership with others was not yet properly understood.

In terms of the exploitation of digital technology within government itself, much of the early work was accomplished under the policy framework of e-government. This was very much concerned with the digital transition of government processes towards the use of online communication, digital storage of official information and modernisation of public sector procurement. The model was still based on the assumption that information flows were to be from the top down, which required a modest effort to free up access to PSI as part of the government’s policy towards stimulating the knowledge economy.17 The focus was on technology and how it could improve transactions both with and within government. One example was picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) which meant that X-rays could be shared across hospitals and surgeries within minutes rather than hours or days. From 2005 onwards, the emphasis ceased to be on the ‘e’ of e-government but on what it could deliver. Transformational government,18 which came next, was about the “design of IT services more around the citizen, and the move to a shared services culture”19 i.e., “simpler, faster, more cost effective services for citizens and businesses”.20 Service transformation and devising policy to deliver it, as well as defining the respective roles of the public and private sectors were central to these goals. At its core was a desire to differentiate the delivery of these processes from e-government by emphasis upon the exploitation of technological advance.

Embedding the infrastructure and refining the processes of achieving these goals now seems to be encapsulated in the new buzzword ‘Gov 2.0’. Here, the emphasis is upon an enterprise IT strategy that provides “appropriate security, scalability, and interoperability”.21 Essentially, this is about the maturity of these policies22 within a more clearly defined and better understood set of objectives, including continued efforts to achieve cost savings and efficiency gains as e-government becomes ‘smarter’ and as ICT offers new technical solutions.23

Whilst one can understand the predominance of these drivers as the centre piece of government engagement in the digital revolution, it is important too for government to look beyond the infrastructure towards its applications and to the new models that present themselves for the delivery of policy. Until now, this has been discussed predominantly within the confines of the cost savings and efficiency gains that engagement with ICT can achieve, rather than in terms of how all this can work so as to produce better government and better policies overall. There is a further critical point to be made too, for it is important to note that, when digitisation occurred, it embedded itself upon the existing institutions and methodologies of government. The settled model of government being conducted within departments, each with their own mandate and internal processes, was not a methodology ideally suited for Gov 2.0. As such, the task has also been about understanding how existing policies, procedures, management structures and processes need to change to become more effective in the digital environment and more responsive to new techniques for formulating and delivering policy.

Evidence that this is beginning to happen can be seen from a number of small steps that have been taken recently. On the administrative front bringing together within a single organisation – OPSI – of the different elements of administration engaged in information policy has been essential. This has enabled government to examine
information policy in the round and to better understand where the inconsistencies and weaknesses lie in the way it is operating, such as in the application of Crown copyright policy to widespread exploitation of PSI and Trading Fund models of financing information infrastructure. The difficulties, however, of persuading the Treasury to accept policy change against its own assumptions on funding, has been harder to negotiate.

Second, opening up access to raw public sector data is a further sign of change. This is because it shows that the government has begun to move beyond the conventional rationale of releasing PSI, i.e., to better inform the public or to stimulate economic activity in the value added products that emerge, but to invite broader public participation in delivery of policy that greater access to raw data offers.

Third, is the evidence that government is beginning to understand the different characteristics of data in terms of form and therefore the varied contributions they can make in supporting government tasks. One illustration of this is the recent announcement of a UK location strategy which aims to establish a framework for the exploitation of GI and the delivery of an important new policy tool applying GI techniques within conventional policy-making. This is intended to support decision making and improve our understanding of the impact of policy that can be better explained when mapped in relation to its geographic location. The UK’s European obligations within the INSPIRE programme are a part of this emerging strategy. What now follows is an examination and discussion of how joined up these ambitions are and what more needs to be done to advance UK NIP further.

2 Developing an information strategy for Gov 2.0

It is submitted that the ‘Power of Information Review’,

commissioned by the Cabinet Office and written by Tom Steinberg,

formerly of the Prime Minister’s Strategy Unit, and Ed Mayo, then Chief Executive of the National Consumer Council, was a highly significant contribution to the future direction of policy towards UK NIP and fulfilment of its potential. Up to that point, it is fair to say that government had not fully understood that the link between PSI and its exploitation went beyond its economic benefits into social and political consequences too. By allowing individuals, groups and organisations outside government to access, add value and ‘mix and ‘mash’ data and then make this available for online consumption, this opened government’s eyes to the fact that this was something of great value to government in helping to explain and achieve policy objectives more effectively than it could achieve by itself. POIR commented:

“When enough people can collect, re-use and distribute public sector information, people organize around it in new ways, creating new enterprises and new communities. In each case these are designed to offer new ways of solving old problems. In the past only large companies, government or universities were able to re-use and recombine information. Now the ability to mix and ‘mash’ data is far more widely available.”

POIR went on to make what it called ‘15 practical recommendations’ in line with a strategy designed to encourage government to engage with users and operators of user-generated websites ‘in pursuit of social and economic objectives’; supply innovators that are re-using PSI with that information to ‘maximise the long term benefits for all citizens’; and protect the public interest by helping the public to cope with the onslaught
of information, some of which would be unreliable, and to bring excluded groups into the
digital environment.

Unusually for the government, it not only responded to the report in the same month
as POIR was published, but either accepted or partially accepted every one of its
recommendations.27 The government agreed that the economic and social value
exploitation of PSI was ‘not a fad but a new social trend’ and that technology had
increased the scope for ‘completely new uses to be made of government information’, at
reduced cost and with improved results in getting the information out into the relevant
communities. As a further response, in 2008, a task force was created28 to develop the
original POIR agenda, monitor progress and make further recommendations. Its first and
only report of February 200929 (since it was subsequently disbanded) is again interesting
in a number of respects and first because of the adoption of Web 2.0 tools in its
preparation – “communicating as a web group, publishing our progress via a blog and
RSS feed, and producing a draft report on a wiki”30.

The taskforce develops the debate on NIP in a number of the directions described in
POIR. This time, 25 recommendations were brought forward, covering a number of
issues, including:

1 government to “follow their citizen customers when they ventured onto online peer
support forums” and treat these now mainstream locations as “an important place in
which to help citizens”31

2 public servants to receive training and guidance in support of the new model for
public and staff to “co-create information-based public services”32

3 use of new online techniques “to open up the policy dialogue online” and break away
from the traditional challenge/response model of conventional consultation
processes33

4 reform geospatial data (digital maps) “for the public good and economic
prosperity”34

5 modernisation of data publishing and re-use “to improve public service outcomes
and create new businesses”35

6 recognition by government “that significant resourcing implications will have
to be addressed if our proposed changes to the way public services work are to be
successful.”36

What this shows is the belief of the taskforce of the need for government and its staff, at
all levels, to transform their understanding of how public administration and delivery of
policy will work in the Gov 2.0 environment. This requires a radical reassessment of the
traditional assumptions that policy lies under the control of departments, that information
flows must be controlled, that basic secrecy should predominate in the day to day
functioning of government and that the public sector is very much about what the ‘us’
will do for ‘them’.

Critical to the success of any transformation to the Gov 2.0 environment, is a
recognition that fundamental change needs to take place in attitude, approach and policies
in order to achieve this. It is not just about access to data or information and then sharing
it, in which the access to data element is pushed in the hope that the rest follows. All parts
of government need to understand what is involved and how it applies to them for such a
dynamic change to work. Moreover, it is important that the government gains credit where credit is due. One civil servant commented on the point that “few would realise that the iPhone application that tells them when the next bus will arrive is thanks to government investing in digital technology … and freeing up the data for someone to develop the application”. It is important therefore not only for departments to receive this recognition as an incentive for more further such responses but for politicians also to reap such rewards.

On the issue of training, a glimpse of the Cabinet Office home page certainly suggests that the infrastructure for training is present. A national school of government exists which claims to be “a leading provider of core skills training and professional development, with a unique range of learning opportunities closely aligned with the context and priorities of government”. Centres of Excellence have also been established, including a government communications network (GCN) – i.e., “skills needed for modern professional integrated government communication”; government HR profession – information guidance and news; government IT profession community space – i.e., online community “for all people working in IT in the public sector to network, collaborate and share best practice”; and a government knowledge and information management network (GKIMN) – i.e., a virtual community to share “information, ideas, expertise, news and guidance”.

Success however does not only come by creating such infrastructure. The critical test lies in an evaluation of what changes these developments have made. Such discussions as I have had with civil servants suggest that the national school of government has not achieved the impact required to keep up with the pace of change. Part of the answer here lies in making a strong and clear case for better access and use of information. A more refined case needs to be made that is, as far as possible, in tune with the individual interests of each department and to dispel the assumption, often made within large organisations, that the arguments for change do not apply to them. The task may have just become a little more urgent as one of the first acts of Prime Minister David Cameron has been to set out government plans to “open up data to the public”. Commenting, the Prime Minister said:

“Greater transparency across Government is at the heart of our shared commitment to enable the public to hold politicians and public bodies to account; to reduce the deficit and deliver better value for money in public spending; and to realise significant economic benefits by enabling businesses and non-profit organizations to build innovative applications and websites using public data.”

On the policy side, the Strategy Unit of the Cabinet Office continues to operate with the brief to provide a “cross departmental perspective on the major challenges facing the UK”. It works with departments to assist in the development of their key policies and provides the Prime Minister with strategic advice and support. Since May 2006, it also maintains an office of the third sector to lead the work across government and to support the environment for a ‘thriving third sector’, i.e., voluntary and community groups, social enterprises, charities, cooperatives and mutuals). The aim is to enable this sector “to campaign for change, deliver public services, promote social enterprise and strengthen communities”. With regard to IT, a central role is played by the Cabinet Office in “providing guidance and setting standards for the use of information technology in government and the delivery of government services”. This includes separate strategies for ICT, digital...
channels, data sharing, access to information, which are not well coordinated, as well as an ‘action plan’ on open source, open standards and re-use of software; a Chief Information Officer Council “bringing together CIOs from across all parts of the public sector to address common issues”; a government IT profession to build “effective capability and capacity to deliver excellent IT” and various web guidance. There is also a Knowledge Council to provide a professional lead for knowledge and information management within the civil service.

Since the General Election of 2010, the new coalition government Minister for Cabinet Office, Francis Maude, has strengthened the role of the Government Chief Information Officer, currently held by John Suffolk, “to provide for a better integrated approach to providing the infrastructure” of ICT within government. A new CIO office is being established and one of its first tasks will be to introduce by April 2011 “a cross-departmental asset register on a common ICT infrastructure”. Spending on ICT will be cut but new procurement arrangements will also be introduced to achieve better value for money. At the same time Karen Wheeler has been appointed Director of the Digital Delivery Programme within the Government Communication Group of the Cabinet Office to oversee, inter alia, the task of improving the way that the public transact with government online.

In judging the quality of training and administrative support, including input from external appointments such as the above, the central issue is the extent to which this investment is developing a better informed and committed workforce and the ability of participants, working in different parts of government, to collaborate in delivering government strategy. One of the inevitable problems of any public administration is the conflict that can arise between departments and groups over policy. If one adds a political dimension to that equation in the form of ministerial ambitions, this can lead to policy stagnation and conflict. To some degree this is inevitable. Government departments have their brief and policy development requires a robust debate. Problems can arise, however, when a departmental ‘view’ emerges on a policy issue that transcends ministerial responsibility or when the control of an activity requiring reform is too diversified among its stakeholders. The fundamental question, in those circumstances, is how to accept a lack of consensus and yet embed a course of action at the heart of government strategy that will not be undermined thereafter by ongoing internal disagreement.

One mechanism that does appear to have achieved a degree of success, at least in defining the issues, has been the creation of formal advisory bodies of independent advisers to appropriate ministers or departments whose judgement the government seeks. It is impossible to know how far departmental conflicts of opinion, as opposed to a straightforward need for new thinking, has motivated such appointments, as a case can always be made to bring independent advice into cross-departmental forums to coordinate established policy or advise on new ones. It must further be accepted that the appointed advisors will not always see ‘eye to eye’ with government when those individuals disagree with the action taken on that advice viz., recent resignations from the Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs, the independent expert body that advises government on drug related issues in the UK, where the controversy related to the gap between advice given and a series of government decisions and legislative changes to drugs classifications within the criminal law.

Other advisory groups have, however, fared better. Underpinning the development, for example, of information policy is the Advisory Panel on Public Sector Information (APPSI). This was established in April 2003 as a non-departmental public body of the
Cabinet Office and, since October 2006, of the Ministry of Justice (then the Department of Constitutional Affairs). Despite departmental reorganisation APPSI does appear to have survived these changes and made some valuable interventions to the policy debate. Comprising experts drawn from a wide range of backgrounds from government, trading funds, the information industry and academia its remit is to:

1 “(i) advise Ministers on how to encourage and create opportunities in the information industry for greater re-use of public sector information

2 advise the Director of the Office of Public Sector Information and Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office about changes and opportunities in the information industry, so that the licensing of Crown copyright and public sector information is aligned with current and emerging developments

3 review and consider complaints under the Re-use of Public Sector Information Regulations 2005 and advise on the impact of the complaints procedures under those regulations”.

It should also be noted that other parts of the PSI community have advisers too. There is a GI Panel in respect of GI strategy and a UK Location Council (UKLC) to support implementation of UK location strategy as a tool for delivery of policy in a number of different areas of government.

A strong indicator that the combined effect of these inputs is working came in November 2008 with the publication of a government strategy for information management. This was the first time that government recognised officially that knowledge and information management was now a formal function of government. The strategy was developed by the Knowledge Council comprising “senior leaders in knowledge and information management from across government” and designed to:

“help government departments develop the frameworks, tools and culture needed to raise our capability. By improving professionalism in this essential field, in the same way we have done in other government functions such as finance, IT and communications, we will be ready to seize emerging opportunities, and meet the evolving challenges, of managing information in the information age.”

The report notes that, following the Cabinet data handling review, which took place after a number of breaches of information security in various parts of government, audit committees now had increased powers specifically to address information risk, both for information and information systems. Accounting officers would also address performance in information management within their annual statement and formal training programmes on handling personal data would, from now on, be required for staff. Introducing a greater degree of professionalism to the management function of knowledge and information was “critical to underpin all of this work and to raise the levels of core capability”.

Looking back, it is clear now that the report sets out essential implementation plans for a new information management infrastructure that is the necessary precursor to the Berners Lee/Shadbolt ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative announced in 2009. The information management strategy sums it up like this: to deliver “world-class public services and guarantee public accountability”, government departments need to ensure that they capture and effectively manage information created and received. It would no longer be acceptable for the latter to develop individual processes “and make separate
investments in tools and technologies to deal with the specific challenges of their own customer groups”. Knowledge management should accompany good information management. It needed to be shared “appropriately and securely, using it to create better services”. Government policy was now becoming “more devolved and strategic challenges more complex”. Civil servants and others were now increasingly working “in partnership with a number of teams, departments and organizations outside of our immediate business”. In those circumstances knowledge sharing would be essential for government activity.

3 Smarter government

A second indicator of change within government and of the continuing influence of POIR was the announcement by the Cabinet Office, in May 2009, of a new role of director of digital engagement (DDE). Andrew Stott was appointed as its first director to a post with responsibility now for ‘transparency and digital engagement’. Up to that point, he had been the Government Deputy Chief Information Officer in the Cabinet Office and had previously been responsible for the direction of the ‘transformational government’ programme and supporting services, including policy on government web services, on information and knowledge management strategy and on ‘Power of Information’ matters. Since June 2010, a new Public Sector Transparency Board has existed Chaired by Frances Maude, Minister for the Cabinet Office. Its brief will be to “drive forward the government’s transparency agenda, making it a core part of all government business” while “ensuring that all Whitehall departments meet the new tight deadlines set for releasing key public datasets”.

In a presentation discussing how to extend digital engagement across government, Andrew Stott argues that we must first understand that technology is changing the way individuals receive and process information: that the growth in the use of the internet is now more accessible through policies such as ‘Digital Britain’; that it is now more portable (iphone/backberry/netbooks); and with different uses (podcasts, youtube, discussions); that the decline in traditional media (print journalism struggling) is taking place; that broadcast too is changing (TV on demand/through pc); and the instant news culture is upon us. In addition, there are new audiences offering information to “anyone who can find it”: people have “valuable knowledge they want to share viz., ‘net mums’ and ‘Wikipedia’ and new methods of distribution – social networking, blogs (perhaps out of date now) within a ‘widget economy’ comprising ‘ticker-style newsflashes, personalised information feeds, weather forecasts, and our ‘friends’ whereabouts etc. Moreover, traditional views of audience groups need to be redefined – they are now global, not just local.

Evidence of the strength of these developments can be found in Transport for London’s (TfL) recent problems the release of data about the movement of London’s underground trains. Within a very short time after opening up the applications interface, the feed had to be temporarily halted after overwhelming demand for access grew 50-fold from 180,000 to 10 million potential users. This demonstrates the interest in such opportunities, in particular developers with an interest in offering “positive, helpful suggestions for how to improve (TfL’s) servicing” while “keeping Londoners on the move”.

The need for more careful planning in the build up to the release of live data needs to be recognised.
By comparison with the ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative, Andrew Stott’s role is to chair the Government’s Knowledge Council and work with The National Archives (TNA) in delivering both the POIR and ‘Information matters’ strategies. This includes increasing the civil service’s use of “internal digital tools to improve cross-government co-ordination and collaboration as an aid to better policy development and service delivery.”52 By this is meant moving away from straightforward reliance upon communication to citizens on the web to communicating through new forms of digital media as the norm. The assumption is that, by embracing such media, government ‘can listen and gather feedback’ more easily than ever before. DDE will also continue the work to ‘free up’ public data (i.e., non-personal/non-sensitive data) with the broad aims of increasing transparency, “improving public services, releasing economic and social value and growth” and establishing the UK as a “global hub of skills in the future of the web”.53

If the primary emphasis of the DDE is to apply this message to the reform of the internal structures of government, Gordon Brown clearly had a further role in mind, as part of his information policy agenda, to speed up the process of reform. Perhaps accelerated by the build-up to the 2010 General Election and the need to reduce public sector costs, following the banking crisis and consequent recession, in December 2009 the government produced its manifesto for modernising government. After year long deliberations, involving much investigative work and consultation by the Berners Lee/Shadbolt expert group, the result was ‘smarter government’.54 Published by the Chief Secretary to the Treasury, ‘smarter government’ suggests that “recasting the relationships between the centre and the frontline and between the citizen and the state and streamlining government” will improve services and help the economy grow, while reducing the current £220 billion public sector investment in goods and services.55 This follows the POIR which implicitly agrees that removing unnecessary impediments to the better use of PSI will lead to more efficient government administration, sounder policies, more efficient service provision and cost savings. That is what is found in this report. At the very heart of these proposals is the belief that its objectives can only be accomplished if radical steps are taken to “open up data and public information” and, as a result, “promote transparent and effective government and social innovation”.

For this reason it is submitted that this is a milestone in information policy since the report’s plans for improving public services are interwoven with commitments to open up specific datasets and make them free for re-use, including “comparative data on public service performance, citizen outcomes and value for money in achieving those outcomes”. In the context of service delivery the step change that has taken place is the public sector’s belief that better access to information not only means that individuals become more powerful – “an informed citizen is a powerful citizen” – and can therefore, through better understanding, raise public expectations and consequent improvements in service performance, but that workers in frontline services and the voluntary organisations that work with them will now possess “the freedom to innovate and respond to new demands in new ways”.

So, in addition to setting out how government will use ICT to streamline processes, reduce costs and improve public services, it recognises that, by access to component datasets upon which policy is made, third parties too can develop new tools and resources to better inform the public and therefore act in partnership with government in achieving that objective. ‘Smarter government’ gives some simple examples:
“Within a day of bike accident data being published online, it had been added to maps to help cyclists to make decisions about routes they take. After NHS dental surgery went live, an iPhone application was created to show people the nearest surgery to any current location.”

To facilitate this process a set of public data principles are published. Public data will be “published in reusable, machine readable form;… available and easy to find through a single easy to use online access point (www.data.gov.uk);… published using open standards and following the recommendations of the World Wide Web Consortium;… [and] will be released under open licence enabling reuse, including commercial reuse… Any ‘raw’ dataset will be represented in linked data form;… data underlying the Government’s own websites will be published in reusable form for others to use;… and personal, classified, commercially sensitive and third-party data will continue to be protected.”

‘Smarter government’ argues that such principles are necessary since the Power of Information Taskforce had concluded that even where government data was notionally available it could still be “hard to find, published in non-reusable formats or subject to licences which prevent access and reuse.”

Another benefit of this approach that one glimpses in this report is the faintest recognition that the wider exposure of a broad range of raw data to enthusiastic ‘data mashers’, on terms that permit such integration, can lead to deeper understanding of the connections between policy components and trends and thereby support government as to how to formulate and achieve its objectives. ‘Smarter government’ refers, for example, to the work of the Indian born academic and Nobel Prize winner, Amartya Sen and the precise connections he draws between the role of public services and individual advancement. The assumption here is that policy will benefit from such thinking. At issue is the much broader question of how to temper politics and political ideology with the value of independent research. Faced with the completely separate challenge of the democratic process, governments rightly want to promote their own ideas, but sensible politicians and the administrations which underpin their agendas should not lose sight of the connections that can be drawn and the deeper insights gained when raw data is shared with the public at large.

A good illustration of the power of the collective mind can be found in the activities of the US-based ideas community known as technology, entertainment and design (TED). Originally focusing on TED was founded in 1984 as a private non-profit foundation. Since then it has developed its mission:

“We believe passionately in the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives and ultimately the world. So we’re building here a clearinghouse that offers free knowledge and inspiration from the world’s most inspired thinkers, and also a community of curious souls to engage with ideas and each other. This site … [www.ted.com] … launched in April 2007, is an ever-evolving work in progress, and you’re an important part of it. Have an idea? We want to hear from you.”

Along with annual conferences in Long Beach, California and Oxford, the essence of TED is to spread ideas and bring together “some of world’s most fascinating thinkers and doers.” Developing its reach through a TED community, now firmly embedded in ‘Web 2.0’ techniques, one can see the power of this concept.

One fascinating example of what can emerge from raw data access is the insights produced by Hans Rosling, professor of global health at Sweden’s Karolinska Institute. Rosling decided to track global health and poverty trends, using United Nations data and
visualisation software\textsuperscript{65} which he had developed. His compelling presentation\textsuperscript{66} is testimony to the benefits of exposing a variety of raw data to an informed and enquiring mind, producing insights that might have been lost if the data had not been released.

The sea change that has taken place here is that the monopoly of advice to government that was so tightly controlled within a relatively small band of MP’s, consultants, lobbyists and civil servants in the off-line world, can now be exported into the hands of new communities via the much sharper and smarter environment of Gov 2.0 techniques. As a result, government now has access to a new independent resource within which both to test out and draw thinking from. At issue, however, is whether this is likely to embed itself as a permanent change of style in government in the UK and elsewhere or whether the commitment in ‘smarter government’ to release the majority of government-published information as ‘re-usable, linked data’ by June 2011 will remain a political commitment post the 2010 General Election. If David Cameron’s TEDTalk of February 2010 entitled ‘The next age of government’ is correct then the signs are that it may. He suggests that the public sector is entering a new era “where governments themselves have less power (and less money) and people empowered by technology have more” and in which the touchstones will be greater “transparency, choice and accountability”.\textsuperscript{67} In addition, Gordon Brown, in a speech entitled ‘Building Britain’s Digital Future’ given in March 2010, talked about the importance of the semantic web ‘or the web of linked data’ as underpinning digital transformation over the next decade. The goal was to replace “the first generation of e-government with a much more interactive second generation of digital engagement which we are calling ‘Mygov’….a personalised platform allowing us to deliver universal services that are also tailored to the needs of each individual”.\textsuperscript{68}

4 The continuing problem of funding PSI provision

At the heart of all this policy development and planning is a fundamental flaw that is only just beginning seriously to be tackled by a proper debate and action plan. Government has rightly perceived how the internet is evolving and how digital technology is opening up important new opportunities for government to reform the way it gets things done. In the UK, government has recognised that it needs an integrated policy towards the compilation, use, storage, integration and distribution of information in the ever changing environment of digital transformation. It has perceived cost savings in this process and the end of “the one-size-fits-all, man-from-the-ministry-knows-best approach to public services”.\textsuperscript{69} It has further recognised the value of PSI to the digital economy and the responsibility of government, not simply to release PSI in the broad sense, but to produce the raw data itself and format it in a systematic way that will stimulate re-use in a wide variety of ways and for many different purposes.

Where the policy falls short, however, is in relation to the structures that facilitate this process. The legacy of funding arrangements, distribution policies, bureaucratic systems and practices developed in the pre-digital era, has not always reformed at a consistent pace so as to avoid ‘bottlenecks’ and frustrations caused by a failure to modernise. There appears to be a conflict here at the heart of policy that creates a tension between the twin tasks of creation and distribution of PSI. This arises, for example, in the varied requirements of trading funds that they should raise at least a portion of their revenues from sale of PSI to offset the operational cost to government of these services. Against
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this are the arguments that more substantial indirect gains can be achieved for the national economy from a marginal/zero cost regime for distribution of PSI, i.e., reflecting the cost of making a copy, where the benefits lie in the returns from the economic activity stimulated by such access.

APPSI comments thus on the lack of policy cohesion in this respect:

“The Operational Efficiency Programme70 approach to addressing Trading Fund business models via the Shareholder Executive71 has been joined by the ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative72 mandated by the Prime Minister. Many other relevant initiatives (e.g., the location strategy73 and Location Council74, the Information Asset Register,75 Data Grand Challenge76) have been launched in recent years. In addition, the Trading Funds are mandated under legislation specific to them, but also have to accommodate the Information Fair Trader Scheme77 and Public Sector Information Re-Use Regulations78. These laws, guidance, programmes and initiatives are not closely aligned.”79

It is not within the scope of this paper to review in detail once more the protracted debate about funding models for those trading funds that produce the largest revenue streams from PSI sales.80 Detailed economic analysis, has been conducted, most notably in a Cambridge University economics report (Pollock Review) commissioned by the Department of Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR) and HM Treasury in July 2007.81 This study found that the digital nature of PSI products among these operators implied “marginal costs of approximately zero”82 and that the case for such pricing was ‘very strong’. The demand for digital data was “likely to be high and growing” and there were “likely to be large beneficial spill-overs in inducing users to innovate new services based on the data”.83 In the build-up to the 2010 election the Conservative Party estimated that “the economic value of open data” based on the Pollock Report was worth “£6 billion in additional value for the UK”.

What is interesting here is the impact that this study and the campaigns around it84 has had in breaking the ‘log-jam’ that, up to this point, had held the position on trading funds PSI sales policy. Ruth Keeling, a senior reporter within the Civil Service Live Network, offered an insider’s view of the underlying political debate. In her article85, she argues that the Pollock Review was necessary because the earlier Cross-Cutting Review86 commissioned for the 2000 HM Treasury Spending Review had not considered the issue and that, according to Dr Pollock, this “was due to people horse-trading”. Keeling interprets the logic of the report as arguing that “it is better for the Government to fund the maintenance of these data sets, or for trading funds to charge those responsible for making updates necessary (e.g., new firms, in the case of Companies House and road builders in the case of OS etc.), than to risk stunting innovation by charging users”.

Following the Pollock review and an earlier Office of Fair Trading report87 the government announced, as part of its 2008 Budget Report, an assessment of the business strategies of the six major trading funds,88 This would be undertaken by the Shareholder Executive and HM Treasury. The conclusions were announced in the operational efficiency programme (OEP),89 as part of the Budget Report 2009. Within the remit of the ‘asset management and sales’ strand of the work programme, the business strategies of the relevant trading funds, starting with OS were examined.90 For the latter, it principally recommended maintaining the status quo, i.e., the self-funded licensing model would continue, but this would be alongside “reform of the organization to ensure easier access to its data and services”.91 Under this model, the key challenge would be to develop a simpler licensing framework that was “fairer and more transparent for business
and other customers". OPSI undertook to work with the Shareholder Executive to deliver this result.

Ruth Keeling submits that this outcome is the result of further ‘horse-trading’ between the parties and quotes Dr. Pollock again as saying that his report “had been watered down” and that “some trading funds were not enthusiastic (about the Pollock review) because of the loss of autonomy over charging policy that it was suggesting”. It is clear that the whole issue has been highly contentious for OS which, in 2007, had gone as far as to hire a political lobbyist, ostensibly to advance its case in parliament and with the government. A leaked ministerial briefing delivered by the Chairman of OS, Sir Rob Margetts urging a ‘hybrid strategy’ on charging, based on figures that were subsequently criticised as failing to add-up by ‘free data campaigners’, led to a response from OS that this strategy had already been agreed with ministers some months before.

For this reason, one theory suggests that the government’s June 2009 announcement of the ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative and the invitation to Professors Tim Berners Lee and Nigel Shadbolt to bring it forward, was a deliberate high level attempt to resolve a ‘long standing battle’ between the Cabinet Office (as supporter of more open access to PSI) and HM Treasury which preferred to see a revenue stream from trading funds as a contribution towards the cost of their activities. It is also suggested that Gordon Brown’s announcement, on 17 November 2009, that the government intended to explore ways of making all OS maps freely available from April 2010 “so it can be used for digital innovation and to support democratic accountability”, may not have been as well received by OS Chairman, Sir Rob Margetts as the press release suggests, particularly as this announcement was orchestrated to coincide with the launch of a consultation process in which one option was to allow OS to retain its existing business strategy.

Discussions with representatives of the Cabinet Office suggest that the direction of debate about funding future Trading Fund PSI activity does represent dramatic change for the latter. The position thus reached in that debate is certainly regarded within the Cabinet Office as ‘massive progress’ and in no small part due to the pressure exerted personally by Gordon Brown to get to this position. The practical problem now is that departmental budgets have been planned ahead based on the income that trading funds planned to accrue from charging for data. This situation, combined with the coalition government’s 2010 Budget announcement of further cuts of 25%–40% among a range of departments over the life of the parliament, has added to Trading Fund’s concerns that they will not be able to deliver, in their entirety, the portfolio of PSI products and services for which they have responsibility or indeed continue to maintain their currency.

At stake here is a fundamental issue namely how to win hearts and minds as to the case for better access and use of PSI. The stakeholders, whose livelihoods and capacity to deliver PSI depend on a revenue stream built on charging for such access, are going to find it very hard to accept the principle underpinning the ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative unless government can find the financial resource to sustain those stakeholders while reliance upon PSI revenues is relaxed. That will depend upon how strongly the coalition government feels about the previous government’s commitments in ‘smarter government’ to open up specific datasets for free access and reuse and to its own agenda for greater transparency.
5 What happens next?

In many respects, the PSI policy review of OS and its timing is indicative of both the strengths and weakness of UK information policy as a whole, and the political processes that must be scaled to effect change. The events since POIR show both a desire for change, but continue to demonstrate just how difficult it is to reach that goal and to put everything in place so as to make such change possible. On the democratic front, the timing of these discussions, at the point when a General Election has just led to changes in the political map of government, goes to show just how uncertain the continuity of a policy review can be. Although it may have elected to have started from a different position, the coalition government may wish to see completion of the process or alternatively, through force of circumstance or change of policy, abandon it mid flow to pursue an entirely different agenda that may effectively start the process all over again.

In the meantime, the only way forward is to reflect upon where things stand today. It is beyond the scope of this paper to engage in a detailed analysis of the consultation and findings of the OS review, but it can be summarised as intending to open to public scrutiny the strategy, announced at Budget 2009, “to keep the self-funded licensing model, but reform the organization to ensure easier access to its data and services.” The rationale for the consultation was as follows:

“Since the autumn, government has been working to develop and refine the strategic options for OS in the light of the Making Public Data Public project. We have heard the views of a wide range of stakeholders with an interest in this area. Some of their objectives – even within government – are conflicting. We have attempted here to set these out and identify the trade-offs and potential compromise positions.”

The consultation offered three possible options to achieve reform. Basically, these were to carry on with the strategy as announced (Option 1); release licensing constraints entirely on large-scale data, creating a fully subsidized data collection and maintenance business (Option 2); or staged transition from the current business strategy with the eventual shift towards government paying more towards the costs of OS (Option 3). The outcome of that review, published in March 2010, concluded that no clear consensus had emerged from the responses and, in the light of that, the government would be pursuing a modified approach. First, it would proceed with its plans, announced by the Prime Minister in November 2009, to release a range of OS data that would be free; secondly, to enter into a Public Sector Mapping Agreement with OS so as to establish a commercial relationship in the supply of products and services by OS to government; thirdly, bring in changes to OS’s ’derived data’ policy for the commercial sector, including ‘free to use’ data, as part of its work on revised pricing and licensing; and fourthly to ask OS to “take on the technical delivery role of the services that are required to meet Britain’s obligations under INSPIRE”.

In attempting to assess these developments it is understandable why the focus should be on OS as the vanguard for PSI reform. After all, it is a Trading Fund; it produces major GI products of growing importance to the digital economy and has, for some time now, been the subject of much criticism by consumers, particularly business users, as to its data access and use policies. The framework within which it operates, therefore, can be said to illustrate many of the problems and contradictions that presently typify UK PSI policy and certainly confront the objectives of the ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative that had so much support from Gordon Brown, whilst Prime Minister.
Having that said, the focus on OS, rather than upon NIP as a whole, has not been welcomed by the independent advisors on PSI policy viz., APPSI. In a robust analysis, that expresses elements of frustration with the government’s focus, APPSI comments, in its response to the consultation that “a much better approach would have been to take an overview of NII and assess the real needs for GI as part of it, rather than concentrate simply on what is presently available from OS”. For the record, and not yet aware of the government’s proposed modified formula, APPSI believed that while Option 2 ‘provided the cleanest model’ it was an ‘irreversible step’ and therefore ‘very difficult to make work’ and so favoured Option 3 ‘as a staging post towards it’ promising a review of progress three years down the track. APPSI sums up its position as follows:

“A better and more strategic approach would have been to ask what is required by way of mapping and related geographical information for government and what additional societal benefits could be derived from making available the resulting products (or spin-offs) to the public. Ideally this would be a second level question after a review of the nation’s information infrastructure within which Geographical Information nests (and within which OS data nests). We cannot safely assume that what Ordnance Survey currently produces meets contemporary needs – indeed parts of the specification of some OS products dates back over 50 years – or will remain the ‘data of choice’. From a strategic review of needs a rational set of specifications could have been assembled and the best way of meeting them designed and implemented.”

It is quite clear from APPSI’s perspective that, if it was going to embark on this journey, it would not have started from this point. Throughout its statement one senses frustration that the bigger picture is not being grasped, which is probably due to the competing views from the parties involved, including parts of government, and the attempt to find a way through these political challenges. However, it is a reasonable point that if a small area is tackled and proof obtained that it can work then it can be rolled out later on to other areas of public information.

For its response, APPSI does try to define an agenda which, if it had its way, would like to advance. First, it wants government to appreciate that the ‘rate of change of the technology’ is an important factor. The scope for collection of information ‘about ten (linear) times more detailed’ is just a few years away while ‘global commercial coverage of detailed satellite data in digital form is nearly a reality’. Data mining and visualisation tools are ‘improving rapidly and becoming widely used’ stimulating data mashing and the ability to detect the ‘hidden truths’ embedded in the data.

Second, it wants political recognition that, at the heart of current information policy, is a ‘fundamental contradiction’ exemplified in the definition of public data in ‘smarter government’. This defines the latter as “government-held non-personal data that are collected or generated in the course of public service delivery”. APPSI argues that such a definition implies two categories of provider:

1 “the great bulk of government organisations ….that provide that information to citizens and businesses at marginal cost or for free”

2 the relatively small number of information providers most notably the trading funds, for whom there is no “consistent philosophy behind the allocation of a body to a particular category, other than ‘make some money wherever we can’.”
The picture is ‘further muddied’ says APPSI because, in some cases, “the second category organisations derive revenue from information based in part on data made available at no cost by first category organisations”. It argues that engaging in specific consultation about strategic options for OS fails to deal with the situation of the other trading funds and would most likely lead to one set of rules for OS that do not apply to the others. In reaching this view APPSI states that the suggestion that all trading funds are different “and by implication need to have their own modes of operation” is ‘exaggerated’. APPSI’s preferred strategy is for the discussion about OS to be the first step towards taking the former’s recommendations “from the specific to the general case for all PSI holders”.

Third, APPSI wants a clearer strategy towards GI which the Local Government Association describes, in its response to the consultation, as “an important, but still under exploited tool for public service planning, coordination and delivery at all levels”. GI was an aid to understanding “the distinctive characteristics of place, community, economies and environments” and a vital tool for local service providers and procurers in responding to citizens’ needs. APPSI argues that, what is needed now is a clearer definition of the core elements of strategy to bring GI to the fore. It points out that the “only government statements of which we are aware which define what is required is the set of core reference geographies (CRG’s) listed by the Government’s Location Council and the similar definitions embedded in the EU INSPIRE Directive”. APPSI argues that these definitions are ‘extremely imprecise’ and must be refined if they are to serve as ‘specifications of need’. This goes beyond the ‘sets of information’ that OS contributes, with the result that the consultation deals with “one part only of a complex and important issue – identifying what geographical information is needed to meet government’s needs and provide maximum societal benefit”.

5.1 National address register

There is one particular long standing dispute that illustrates why a broader more coherent GI strategy is needed that takes a more integrated approach towards NIP. That is the continuing absence of a maintained National Address Register in the UK. According to the Royal Statistical Society “an accurate register of addresses is a vital piece of information that underpins the nation’s knowledge around a range of issues such as how public services are managed, including local taxation and emergency services”. By way of illustration, in a report by the UK Statistics Authority in July 2009, there was criticism of the way the UK monitors migration. A key factor that hampered collection of data was the lack of an up-to-date address register. As far back as 2003 the then Minister for Local and Regional Government was identifying the need for an ‘accurate address register’, but subsequent attempts by the then Office of the Deputy Prime Minister to establish a National Spatial Address Infrastructure failed because of lack of agreement among the parties involved – Royal Mail, OS and Local Government Information House (LGIH) a subsidiary of IDEa – The Improvement and Development Agency.

The present dataset is the National Land and Property Gazetteer (NLPG). This is compiled “in partnership with local authorities, which have a statutory duty to create addresses, and maintained on (IDEa’s behalf) by a private sector partner Intelligent Addressing”. The result is a scheme whereby the data is shared with local authorities, police, fire services and others at no charge, but other organisations may only access the
One consequence of the lack of clarity has been threats of legal action by Royal Mail to stop ‘unauthorised access’ to its postcode data. A typical licence for access to a regularly updated list of 1.7 million postcodes costs up to £4,000.

Question 9 of the consultation invited comments on the proposal that such a register be established and suggestions for mechanisms to deliver it. The government response reports that a large majority of those who commented ‘were supportive’; identified a number of benefits in having a register and were ‘critical of current arrangements’ – in particular the collective costs of multiple systems, a lack of a ‘definitive national dataset’ and the failure to act upon the Location Strategy report, since it had identified a National Address Register as one of the ‘Core Reference Geographies’.

The key problem here is that no single authority has control of spatial information. Whereas Royal Mail owns the post code data, located in the postcode address file (PAF), OS provides the coordinates for each PAF address, while local authorities control street naming. The ‘complex interactions’ of different intellectual property rights that reside among these participants and the licensing barriers that have been erected represent the biggest single impediment to progress towards the register. APPSI’s response has been to say that the situation ‘must be resolved’ and that it is a “national scandal that we do not have a definitive National Address Register, when most of the components have long resided in the public sector” and when an ‘integrated solution’ already exists in Northern Ireland. It welcomed what it understood to be the position, namely that the Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) now had “the leadership in re-examining a National Address Register”. APPSI hoped that “the many reports on this over the last 10 years will lead to speedy action and… a programmed timetable for this as soon as possible.”

The untenable position from a public policy perspective of the present impasse over the formation of a National Address Register can be seen in the build up to the 2011 census. The Select Committee on Treasury commented in its report in 2008 that:

“To improve the accuracy of the census a reliable address register is needed to identify people living in particular homes. We asked the Exchequer Secretary why no progress had been made to develop a national address register. The Exchequer Secretary said that there was no ‘easy answer to that. As you know, there are three different sources of address registers. We have never had a national address register’.”

In addition to the distributed nature of the intellectual property rights among the three contributors to the data, one can also see how different stakeholders within the public sector, all with legitimate interests in establishing the register, are calling for action, but without the power to implement it. The Office of National Statistics (ONS) has responsibility for conducting the Census that has taken place in the UK every ten years from 1801 to 2001 with the exception of 1941. The business case for the census is the “£100 billion per annum allocated from central government to local authorities and to NHS Primary Care Trusts” and the need for this money to be “distributed appropriately between different parts of the country to meet the needs of local populations.”

In order to resolve conflicts between the draft address register to be used by ONS in distributing the Census questionnaire to households, it was noted that approximately £10 million had been spent by ONS purchasing data from Royal Mail, OS and local authorities. The Treasury Select Committee, reporting on evidence from Professor David Martin in 2008, said that “the current competition between the NLPG and OS address
products was a major threat to the census operation”. Each system had “different strengths and weaknesses and there was no strategy for integration”. ONS had proposed “a comprehensive national address check, in the run-up to the census; ‘yet this entire expensive process would be unnecessary if a single definitive national address list were maintained, in which case much of the address checking resource could be devoted to other aspects of census data collection and production’”.137

In a progress report on the build-up to the census, published at the end of March 2010,138 the London Regional Committee 139 reported that the address register was ‘progressing well’ and that 46,000 anomalies between the address register and local authority databases and more than 51,000 anomalies between the draft register and Royal Mail’s address database had been rectified.140 The committee also reported that it was their understanding that the expenditure on the address register so created was not to be exploited thereafter “despite the time and effort that has gone into establishing and updating it”. If this was the case then it was “barely credible that this valuable resource is not to be maintained after 2011”.

No comfort could be found on this point either in the government’s response to the OS consultation. There was a conspicuous absence of discussion as to any future plans the government might have in mind when it summarised public responses to Question 9, i.e., the proposal for such a register.

David Cameron, in his election campaign, talked a great deal about eradicating ‘waste’ within the public sector. The real test comes, however, when the time comes to convert the rhetoric into decisions and action. The problem here lies in the lack of overall control of the problem in hand. Each of the stakeholders wishes to protect their position with the result that a ‘stand-off’ occurs. Given the importance that parliament, the expert advisors and individual public sector bodies have given to a resolution of this conflict one can only hope that the coalition government remains true to its word and that a fully maintained and freely available National Address Register emerges in the near future.

6 Other outstanding issues in NIP

If government believes that resolving the funding issues surrounding PSI provision, reforming strategy on information sharing and bringing training in information management up to date within the public sector suffices, then this will be only part of the story with regard to what needs to be investigated within the framework of NIP. To begin with GI is rapidly becoming a critical subset of PSI upon which much untapped potential awaits to be realised. This is true both in terms of the digital economy and public service provision, but also in relation to better informed policy-making, development of the UK Location Programme,141 marine spatial planning142 and the UK’s domestic implementation of the INSPIRE Directive that deals with an infrastructure for spatial information in Europe.143 In the latter case plans by the UK Location Council to establish a ‘UK geoportal’ on the Web by April 2011, as a single source of UK geographic data, seems to have been shelved by the new coalition government in favour of ‘data gov’ as the portal of choice. This raises issues about how the INSPIRE requirements will be met and whether ‘data gov’ is really the new model when some argue that it is not user friendly for non-developers and that its purposes are still unclear. On top of that, there are continuing questions about archiving PSI, its funding, intellectual property rights and policies, especially in the case of ‘born digital’ works.144 There are also new partnerships
out there involving public, private and third sector organisations that are working in a wide range of archival, policy making and information sharing environments. The government needs to be sensitive to the needs of these enterprises and, where it can, to facilitate and promote collaboration. Seeing and understanding the bigger picture, therefore, is vitally important.

One illustration of how government and perhaps the Civil Service may, nevertheless, be learning from past mistakes is what appears to have happened to official websites in the immediate aftermath of the 2010 election. The BBC reported that “mouse-wielding civil servants across Whitehall are engaged in a frantic rush to archive old pages full of defunct policies and pen portraits of now departed Labour ministers and to replace them with shiny new web pages that reflect the priorities and personalities of their new political masters”. The BBC said that it was given to understand that “all material relating to the previous administration” had been moved to TNA. This includes all promotion of old policies, such as identity cards, where the new political message indicates an intent to cancel the programme. The author of the article, the political reporter for the BBC Brian Wheeler, commented:

“This is the first time we have had a change of government in the internet age. When Labour came to power in 1997, government departments were just beginning to feel their way on the web. Just how much has changed can be seen from the newly released archive pages charting the development of government websites during 13 years of Labour rule. Historic moments such as the May 1997 decision to hand control of interest rates to the Bank of England are captured on the Treasury website from that time. Other historic government websites, including early versions of the Downing Street site, are available to view on the National Archives website.”

The contrast with 1997 is clear from the remarks of one attendee who was present at a government briefing of Official Publications librarians at that time:

“I went to a meeting of OP’s librarians, where some hapless civil servant from MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food) told us that the day after Blair was elected they ditched everything on their website which related to the previous administration. She clearly felt this was a good thing, so was alarmed that this statement was met with about 100 hisses of disgust and howls of anguish, and took some convincing that there was value in those old documents.”

What is clear is that TNA is now aware of the problem and has, for the past seven years regularly “been trawling 1,500 websites, three times a year, to take screen shots for its archives, which can be viewed by the public on its website”. In the meantime, one of the first acts of the new Minister has been a pledge “to scrap hundreds of unnecessary and expensive government websites and slash the cost of the remaining sites to save millions of pounds”. All 820 government-funded sites will be reviewed as to cost and uses to assess whether resources could be shared more effectively. The plan will be to remove up to 75% of sites and reduce running costs of some 50% of the remainder. Working with the coalition government as ‘digital champion’ will be internet entrepreneur Martha Lane Fox with a brief to ‘transform government websites’ as part of government plans to “put key public services online and to increase the number of people who are able to use the internet”. Emphasis will also be placed on “sharing resources and facilities and using low-cost open source products to reduce running costs”. It is hoped that this proposal will not lead to a lessening of government commitments on transparency and the agenda of
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smarter government but the retention of ‘high quality services’ which it says this programme of cuts will deliver. TNA will also need to ensure that appropriate records of these soon to be removed sites are archived.

7 Conclusions

It is abundantly clear that, in the latter stages of the Brown administration, progress was being made at many different levels of government in understanding the need for an NIP that delivered more on value. It is not that difficult to pinpoint how the development of this policy began to accelerate in the past three years. If POIR was the ‘wake up’ call that government needed, technological advance in ICT was the catalyst. Government began to see how important sharing PSI could be. It was not simply about the provision of useful information from within the public services that would better serve individuals while at the same time reducing costs; it was also about the opportunity this would offer private and third sector users to add value to that data.

What is clear, however, is that Gordon Brown commitment was to embrace digital transformation no matter what. David Cameron appears to take a more pragmatic view and will support it for the results it will deliver, particularly in terms of greater transparency across government which he sees as an outcome likely to expose inefficiencies in government administration and, one would hope, among policies as well. For the first time one sees recognition on the part of government that, by exposing abstract data to the collective public mind, new knowledge can be gained through better understanding of the data, the causal relationships between it and new visualisation techniques available to present it. The ‘smarter government’ agenda seems to be saying that, in this respect, with the new ICT tools that are now available, government should no longer operate upon the assumption that policy and action was always a top down process in which the public sector created all the information. Instead there should be a shared culture in which opportunities are created for development of ideas from individuals and partnerships that extend beyond the traditional mechanisms of lobbyists, of parliament and periodic consultation processes that take place at various stages of policy development.

Broadening the scope for public input and initiative is an inevitable consequence of the ‘Making Public Data Public’ initiative. Although in its very early stages and assuming that the project continues, it does suggest a desire within government to see where this could lead. The critical issue now, post the General Election, is to see whether this was fundamentally Gordon Brown’s idea or a reflection of a broader commitment within the Cabinet Office and beyond for change. A consequence of this initiative is that government must be prepared for more informed criticism of policies where those policies, according to the released data, appear to be failing or revealing where improvements can be made. To that extent it fits David Cameron’s desire for transparency and challenges existing practices whereby, on the whole, government has normally chosen to do this in private, taking confidential advice from civil servants, lobbyists, consultants or from within the staged political arena of the parliament. By embarking on a process of sharing raw data there is a much greater chance that government will be found out and that, on occasions, its policies will be found wanting.
In some respects, however, the Berners Lee/Shadbolt initiative does not go far enough in terms of presenting the case for change. As pioneers of the programme, the danger is that, as individuals, they will be labelled as ‘geeks’ presenting a message that a majority of civil servants, technologically outdated in thinking and experience, simply do not understand or if they do, are not persuaded to accept. This includes trading funds, perhaps, who cannot see where funding will come from if their outputs are to be given away and who do not want this sea change to erode their existing controls over PSI as a source of revenue. That challenge remains. What is required perhaps is a refinement of that message so that the case for better access and use of PSI within government and beyond is tailored to departmental circumstances. Such an approach would explain why, to take the Ministry of Defence as an example, it is in the specific interests of the ministers and civil servants in that department to get fully behind the initiative.

Taking all this into account, the reward for exposing PSI to greater public scrutiny is the prospect of better policy and improved cognition of the causal relationships involved its elements. This does not mean an abrogation of responsibility on the part of government, but a desire to engage the public mind more effectively and recognise that it is an untapped resource whose time has come. If this is really underway then both government and civil service are on a learning curve from which best practice will need to be developed. It will place greater pressure upon the infrastructure that advises government on policy, as information flows will need to be managed and data interpreted from a much wider range of sources than has traditionally been the case. The continued use of advisory groups such as APPSI, the GI Panel, UK Location Council etc., merging expertise from a wide range of backgrounds is likely to offer much in support of the new processes of policy development and analysis that may emerge.

Given that politics and force of circumstance will ultimately determine the speed and direction of change within government, it is of course quite possible that these particular initiatives will be swept away in the short term, particularly as departments become centred upon the delivery of the 25%-40% budgetary cuts called for by the coalition government over the lifetime of this parliament. However, the ultimate drift towards such new methodologies is unlikely to be reversed, particularly on some of the specific issues that have been under debate and scrutiny for some time. APPSI is pressing strongly for a more coherent approach towards PSI and, in particular, with regard to GI. What is needed now is a strategy for the development, maintenance and distribution of core information products that does not work against itself due to the spread of rights, interests and funding models governing its providers. The government needs to focus on where these problems exist and endeavour to resolve them through clear leadership, built on a strategy that embraces the logic of its purpose – better policy, an engaged public mind and a thriving digital economy. Informal discussions with representatives from Cabinet Office would agree that one of the impediments to progress is parliament itself. The suggestion is made that MP’s really do not recognise how old-fashioned the Palace of Westminster has become in the digital age and how poor their collective knowledge is of the impact of ICT: ‘they simply don’t get it!’ The arguments for change need to be more effectively communicated and made relevant, both within and outside government, which is hard for an institution like Parliament to grasp ‘that barely even uses computers’.

On top of all this, there are broader issues that require more detailed legislative scrutiny and, in some cases, international consensus if NIP is to develop. Further, reform of copyright law is going to be required in the longer term to deal with some of the intractable issues that arise when the desire to develop and share information products,
maintain datasets and create derivative works hits licensing problems associated with the copyright interests involved. The Digital Economy Act 2010\textsuperscript{154} has not addressed these questions, so eyes will now turn to EU analysis\textsuperscript{155} of copyright and its role in the knowledge economy and World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) concerns to develop “the infrastructure of the international intellectual property system as a means of increasing participation in the knowledge economy and reducing the knowledge gap”\textsuperscript{156}.

There is a further point too that needs to be underscored and addressed and that is, as one Cabinet Office representative put it, the ‘huge issue of public trust’ surrounding information sharing. The suggestion is that government has to overcome the panic that is set amongst those members of the public whenever a data sharing issue or proposal comes into the news. To deal with this, government needs to get its messaging right. As the official commented: “If you said to someone would you like your passport application to take two days instead of two weeks and that could be done with information sharing (hypothetical example) then they would likely jump at this. We tried to address this in ‘smarter government’ but are not sure how much we succeeded”. Moreover, “a key barrier that the e-government unit and successor units have been faced with is sharing information across frontline services. We just cannot seem to crack that.”

In marking the outgoing government’s card over its recent approach towards NIP and endeavouring to answer the question posed at the outset of this paper viz., whether government responses to recent policy reviews can be said to amount to a coherent reform plan for NIP, it is clear that some breakthroughs in thinking have emerged. Whether this is due to forward thinking, prime ministerial determination, or simply that new ideas emerged through force of circumstance, is open to judgement. What is absolutely clear, however, is that there is still much more to be done. It is the right ambition but further investment will be needed and finding the resources to fund this will be hard. Inevitably, information policy is likely to be permanently in need of scrutiny, but government appears to be beginning to understand that developing a sound NIP is not just an end in itself, but a critical part of what must be done to deliver on the broader fronts of supporting the knowledge economy and facilitating social development. It is also an important instrument of reform available to the coalition government as the latter attempts to deliver its austerity programme and to retain its core deliverables. One is left with the hope that sufficient strength lies within the impetus created for these initiatives to endure and for matters to be taken forward. ICT offers some golden opportunities to do this and openness in making public data public must be right. What is needed now is a government ready to listen and find the resources to promote a smarter government. The ‘smarter government’ proposal is the most radical attempt yet to move the policy forward, particularly as it sets out specific actions with deadlines. In many respects, as discussed earlier in this paper, it is an agenda that transcends political parties as it is essentially driven by external market forces. The question now is whether the coalition government is ready and able to build on these foundations.
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